Developer
Why Money Dashboard?
We’re building the best personal finance app in the world
We first launched in 2010, with a small team in Edinburgh, passionate about making the
often-confusing world of personal finance more open, transparent and accessible for
everyone.
Today our mission remains the same: to help people from every walk of life be happier and
more successful by mastering their money. We’re on a mission to change millions of lives,
and have made a strong start. And the best is yet to come.
Are you passionate about our mission? Do you want to be part of the next big fintech
success story?

That’s where the team comes in
We hire the best people and let them get on with it
A strong belief in what we do is what gets us out of bed in the morning. We believe less in
job titles and more in organising ourselves with a common goal to get things done.
●
●
●
●

We collaborate and seek input from others to do our best work
We are accountable for our own acts and omissions, celebrate our wins and look for
ways to improve our work, our product and ourselves
We disrupt and we learn fast
We focus on creating a culture that works for everyone and seek people who will help
us challenge our own assumptions

Here’s what our ideal Developer looks like:
●
●
●
●
●
●

You’re looking for more than just a paycheck. You share our vision of a more open
and transparent financial landscape for all
You are a quick learner and keen to develop your skill set
You work well as part of a team
You have a proven track record of delivering at pace
You don’t wait to be told to do something
You’re excited by the potential of fintech

Sound like you? Here’s some of what you’ll be doing:
Role Reference: MDB-Dev

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

C#.NET (& Core)
Entity Framework
SQL Server (2014 / 2016), MySQL (5.8)
RESTful Web APIs and back-end implementation
AngularJS and other modern front-end frameworks (such as React)
Serverless / containers in .NET Core, Python, Node.Js
Working with c
 l oud architectures & development (AWS), Serverless event driven
architectures, Containers and Microservices
Design and implementation of software solutions using proven software engineering
techniques
Implementing security best practices due to the sensitive nature of the data we
handle

You’ll be in good company
You will be part of an established Technology team filled with high achievers. You will have
an immediate impact and play a key role in taking Money Dashboard to the next level.

What we offer:
● Competitive Salary
● Pension Contributions
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

33 days of holidays plus a hot day on the rare occasion it gets hotter than 22 degrees
in Edinburgh!
Fully flexible holidays (take the days whenever you want)
Perkbox - think cheap cinema tickets, free coffees and mobile phone insurance
The opportunity to learn, grow and progress your career
Conferences and Events so you can learn from tech’s brightest minds
Free food after 7pm for late workers
Extra day of holidays for each year of service.
Staff lunch on Fridays
Cycle to work scheme
Your choice of tech kit

Role Reference: MDB-Dev

